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Introduction

FRIENDS CAN BE GOOD MEDICINE was the first statewide mental health pro-

motion initiative in the nation. Sponsored by the California Department of.
Mental Health (through its Mental Health Promotion Branch), if utilized

both the mass media and.commuhity education to communicate the role of

supportive personal relationships as a critical determinant of mental and

physical health. Far West Laboratory for Educational Research and Develop-

ment planned and implemented the program throughout the state of California

during 1981 -82. Impact of the program on the general public was evaluated

by an independent contractor.

ThesMental,Health Promotion Branch founded in 1978, was-established

within the Department of Mental Health to "develop a statewide mental health

prevention program' directed toward:a reduction in the need for utilization

of the treatment system and the development and strengthening of community

support and self-help networks." The Branch chose to focus its first major

mental health-promotion effort on the relationship betvieen social support

and health for-two reasons. First, there was compelling medical research

evidence that people with supportive relationships tend to live longer and

healthier lives. Second, this important health fact had been generally

overlooked in health promotion programs.

Traditionally, the medical field has researched the physical components

of health but neglected interperonal, social factors. Consequently, the,

importance of one's lifestyle such as adequate rest, diet, exercise and the

cessation of smoking in health maintenance has become increasingly well-

known to the public." What has been relatively-overlooked is the fact that

lifestyle accounts for approximately 50% of our health status. The quality

N



of relationships is one-of the most important factors in a person's lifestyle,

a factor which has only recently
been systematically documented by medical

ALresearch. (See Figure 1.)

A

Environment
25%

Therefore, FRIENDS CAN BE GOOD MEDICINE was designed to'communicate

to individuals and communities the critical importance of social support

to health maintenance, and to stimulate community activities which connect

people and provide opportunities to enhance personal relationships" in every-

day lifee It also created opportunities for the consideration of the

dynaMics of health-destrcying relationships.

To accomplish these objectives, Far West Laboratory conducted a two

phase implementation effort, beginning with a pilot in six counties in the

San Joaquin Valley in the fall of 1981, and progressing to a statewide

program in May, 1982.

This paper will summarize the socialsupport and public communication

campaign-literatures on which the FRIENDS program was based-and will discuss

the effective ess of mass media and community' education activities for

communicating the program's health message.



FRIENDS CAN BE GCOD-MEDICINE found its genesis in' over a'decade of

research about the role of social upport in protecting health.

This section briefly summartzes the social support literature. A more

in-depth review may be found in Appendix A.

Social support is "a voluntary, interpersonal exchange of resources

between or among people. These resources can be tangible or intangible...

in short, it's what people do with and for each other." (Taylor, 1982). .

The notion of reciprocity or mutual help should be emphasized for social

support to function in a healthy way.

Research on social support can be grouped in four.categories:

(1) comparative health'statistics, (2) social support and stress, (3) e

-demiological studies, and (4) psychosomatic studies.

Comparative health statistics. Many recent studies support the idea

that there are psydiolOgical and sociological as well as physical -factocs

that influence a person's vulnerability to disease and 'death. Invesiga-.

tors have consistently found that people who are connected with others---

both womer. and men--live longer than single people in every age and ethnic/

racial group, and across all diseases.

For example, a study published'in 1970 by Carter and Glick used data from

the 'National Center for Health Statistics on all deaths in the United States

between 1959-71. They showed that deaths'for people aged 15-64 ("premature

deaths") in women and men, white and non-white who were single, divorced or

widowed were significantly higher than for married.men and women. In the

same study Carter and Glick reported that differential rates of mental

FloSpitalization for single versus married women and men showed the same .



Social support-and stress. Much of the research on social.support

centers on the buffering role it seems to play with stress. .Closet con-

fiding personal relationShips have been found to reduce or buffer the stress

connected with major life-change events both.positive and'negative, as well

as with the cumulative effect of daily hassles. Most studies'confirm that

the quality of relationships is more important in this respect than the

number of relationships a person has
/"

Many researchers have found, for example, that lack of support in the

Presence of stressful` life events is related to depression, Aegaftve morale,

and symptoms of mental illness. (Schaefer, Coyne and Lazarus, 1982; Lin et

al.,-1979) In one stmdy,-wcmen' who experienced severe life.events.and did

no;, have a confidant were ten.times.more likely-to be depressed than. women

with the same level of stressful life.events but who had a confidant. (Brown

et al .,.1975)

Epidemiological studies. Several naturalistic epidemiological studies

examine the relationship of social structure and culture to morbidity and

mortality. Consensus among these studies is that social ties and identifi-

cation with a stable and secure social 'structure have a remarkable inflUence

on the incidence of heart disease, illness and death.

The most interesting of these studies was a twenty-year record of-the

town of Roseto, Pennsylvania. (Wolf and Goodell:1976) Twenty years ago,

residents of-Roseto had one-third the incidence of heart disease as surround-

ing communities, and admisSion to'mental hospitals was less thanjialf that

of surrounding communities. Except onerespect,,lifestyle fattors--Sbch.

as diet, smoking, exercise, rest--were the same for Roseto residents as for

surroundihg communities. "The,major difference was-the stability of the

community and the family structure; Rosetoans were largely Italian and



famigies formed clans through intermarriage. In the 1960's, Roseto life-
,

style began to shift toward the mainstream of American life (i.e., compe-

ticion for status and possessions, divorce, etc.). Wginning in 1966,

there was an increase in th6 death rate from hbart attack, and by 1975

Roseto's heart attack rate matched that of neighboring communities. The

presence or absence of close, supportive family and community ties seems to

have made the difference in the health of R6setoans.

Psychosomatic studies. Many researchers have studied the relationship

between mental attitude and vulnerability to disease. Some factors related

to Jongeirity include feelings of control over one's life or environment,

positive expectations, and a general sense of direction or purpose to one's

life. Some.reseirchers believe that social support promotes these feelings

of coherence, control, and overall positivity.

The hypothesis that individuals who feel they-have some control over

their environment fare better physically than those who are dependent.on

others and have no responsibilities was tested with nursing hoMe residents.

(Langer and-Rodin; 1976) Residents were matched for socioeconomic level,

physical and psychological healthstatus and divided into two groups. Indi-

viduals in one group were giveri a plant and made responsible for its care.

Those.in the other group were given a plant and told it would be cared

for V the nursing staff. Eighteen months later, the "responsibility en-.

hanced" group showed a mortality rate that. was half that of the control

group.

The complexities oi social support and its role in our lives is re-

Ilected in the educational materials peoduced for the FRIENDS program.

These are.desCribed later in this paper. We turn now to a review of the

public communication campaign literatU're which provided guidance and 1/17

-sight tos.the planning of the FRIENDS program,.



Public Communication Campaigns
- ,

As early as 1721 when Cotton Mather sought to persuade the citizens of
. , . /

Boston to accept innbculation against small pox, Americans have sought to

improve the quality of their social and physical Jives through persuasion

and public communication campaigns. Indeed, so pronounced has been this

tendency that, in 1835, Alexis de Tocqueville wrote that the American doc-

trines of equality and perfectability, the pursuit of practical goals, and

a "taste for physical well-being" led to "the extreme skill with which the

inhabitants of the United StateS succeed in pmposing,a common object to

the exertions of a great many men, and in getting them to voluntarlly pursue

it."
Paisley (1981), in his historical review of American public communica-

timn campaigns, stiygests that such campaigns have typically fodused on one

of three types of strategies: enforcement, engineering or education. For

example, the 55 mile per hour speed limit can be enforced and citizens

thereby induced to change their driving behavior. During the Seventies,.a

large number of social change efforts relied on engineering strategies,

i.e., ihe develoOmbnt of solar energy devices tolielp solve the nation's

energy crisii. 'Far more difficult -- and yet more common -- have been cam-
.

paigns which rely on educational strategies in which individuals are per-

suaded: to change their behavior forsome long-term and/or collgctive good,.

Despite de Tocqueville's observation; American public communication

campaigns relying.on educati -onal sirategies haye not always succeeded.as

well as their-planners-may2have hoPed. MyMan and Sheattley' in'thetr, 1947

article,:"SoMe'Reasons Why:InformatiowCampaigns-Fail,". noted the extremely

large -.proportion of."knownothings" aboUt any -given issue in..the,genetal

popUlation..J4hile the-,prOportion of know..nothings varies according to the



issue in question!,.. large numberof American citizens remain hard-core

knrnothihis on virtually 'every public issue.'
. .

Diffusion of information. Research on inforMetion flow and acquisition

(Robinson, 1973; Schramm and Wade, 1967; Tichenor, Donohue and-Olieni- 1970)
'4(

suggests that the best predictor of information acquisition is education, a

variable positively correlated with sbcto-econoffic Status. Tichenor and his ,

colleagues :proposed a knowledge-gap hypothesis" to explain why the poor

are less likely to be informed on any given issue than the more affluent.

They suggest that.information.flows through society overtime and'that most

information campaigns stop at the poiht where the first level of impact has

been made, usually among the better educated. Programs that continue in

time are more likely to close this knowledge gap, as Butler-Paisley discov

ered in her 1975 study of communication campaigns dealing with cancer infor-
,

mation.

..This research evidence on the impact of tiffie on knowledge acquisition --

-and hence the success of any, information campaign reaching its audience --

is consistent-with the researcft findings on the diffbsion of innovations.

Rogers and'Shoemaker (1971) point out that the adoption of innovations -t

or new behaviors is a mplti-stage proces's that includes acquisition of

information about a nerproduct or behavior, persuasion to adopt the be

havior, and trial adoption before-commitment to the innovation or innovative

behavior is made. Their, research suggests that the awareness-knowledge rate

for an_innovation is more rapid than its rate of adoption; that innovations

which are relativery simple are more. rapidly adopted; and that different

types of:individuals adopt` nnoyations at different rates,. i.e., there are

-different:personality'typeswhtch are_more'likely than others to try out



Knowledge about:health information fn particular is. more- likely to be

found among Amen. Schramm and Wade (1967), in a re-analysis of major public
*°%

°opinion surveys, found that most individuals had a.low level of specific
,

information. about health !Alt that vipinen' at /all socioeconomic levels were

more rikely than men to be knowledgeable.oabout health. Schramm and Wade

attribute this finding to the traditional female role of protecting and

nurturing the family.

Experlience with public communication` planning enabled. Mendelsohn by

6.

.1973, to describe "Some Reasons Why. Inforniation Campaigns Can Succeed.-" He -

suggested that there are ttiree characteristics around. which. public communf,

cation campaignj should 'be planned to achieve success:

1. If they'are planned around the assumption that. most of. the
publics to which they will be addressed will be either only
mildly interested or not at all interested in what is com-
municated.

2. If middle-range goals which can- he 'reasonably achieved as a
consequence of exposure are \:set,as specific objeCtives:. Fre-
quently, it -is equally important either to set up onto utilize
environmental support systemi,\to help sheer information-giving
be'corne effective in. influencih behavior.

3. If, after middle-range objectives are set, careful cabsideN
ation is given to delfneating specific targets in terms of
their demographic and Ossychologicak,attributes; their life-
styles, value and belief systems, and 'mass Media habits..
Here, it is important not\only to determine the stope, of .-

.prior indifference but 'to ncover it's roots as well.

Role of the mass media. Cartrig t in.his classic 1949 study' of why

people bought U.S. Savings Bonds during orld War II, suggested that three

levels of change are required to persuade _ptheublic.. FirSt, people's cog-

nitive structure must be changed,-i.e, their level of fnformation...Secondly,

."their motivational structures must be. changed f:e., what they want to do.
N

And .final ly, their "action structure," i.e., what they actually do, must be
\.- .



Cartwrightimplied in this formulation that the media alone were rela-
. 7

t-i-velY Ineffective in aaieving motivational change unless supported by

=direct interpersonal intervention. They are, instead, primarily useful in

the earlier stages. of &public communication campaign to spread information

//aboiit the need for change. 'Rogers and Shoemaker (1971) describe the differ-

ences between mass media and interpersonal channels of communication... Mass

media have been shown 1) to reach*a large audience,roidly; 2) to create

knowledge and spread information; and 3) to lead to changes in weakly-held

attitudes. Interpersonal channels that involve a face-to-face exchange;

beween two or moreindividuals, in contrast, 1) allcm a two-way e4change

of,ideas which may permit them to overcome the social and psychological.-

0
barriers of .selective exposure, perception and retention.; and 2).

-receiving individuals to form or change.strongly-held.attitudes:

Characteristics

Message LiOW

Communicat,on context '
Amount of feedback readily available.
Ability to overcome selective'processes

(primarily selective exposure)
Speed to large audiences
Possible effect

4 interpersonal
Channels

Tends to be two-
way

Face-to-face
High

Om Media
Channels

.Tends fo be one-
way '-

Interposed
Low a.

persuade

4

High. ' Low

Relatively slow Relatively rapid
Attitude format(on KnoWledge change

and change

, .

Row<s, E., and F. Communication of Innovatimis,
New Yor!<.:' The Free PresS, 1971, page 253.

Based on his experience wifh three public CoMmunication'campaigns

.(for the NatiOnalSafety Council whiCh culminated--i6 the CBS'National Drivers'
.

Teft; with.an-alcohol and driving campaign' based on -'1A

4.7

with a campaign to overcome social isola;tion of Mexican-Americans in

Angeles), Mendelsohn (1973) concurred with Cartwright's conclusion:
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By themselves, the media are relatively powerless in effecting
chdnges of consequence, primarily because there is considerable
resistance among various publics-against being moved away from
their comfortable` ndifference to many public issues. The
major task facing the communicator under such circumstances
is to recognize, 'understand, and attempt to overcome much of
this given "apathy."

Unfortunately, most public communication campaignS ignore these findings,

and concentrate their energies solely on mass mediated messages, thereby

'missing the opportunities presdnt to change the "action structure" of the

audience. How-can this be accomplished?

A moddl for perSonal,behavior change, People qui\te often are aware

1
that

\

they should change their behavior,,Ahey want to c4oge their behavior
@ ...

... but they don't know how. As noted above, interpersonal channels--Osed
\ K

in conjunction with mass media--are more likely to be effective in achieving

change than the media alone. Albert Bandura's work on social:learning and

modeling sugg ts that'behavior can be learned by imitating-aqmdel who

performs specific new acts and,the selective reiriforcemen
c,.. f those actions.

.--,.

The Objective is ultimately to be able to reinforce the new behavior one,

self. AAve-part process is proposed:. 1) analyiing of the ,present behav-

ler; 2) modeling of the new behevior; 3) practice of the new behavior;

Illtreinforcement of the'new. behavior; and 5) maintenance of the new behavior.

The MOdeling approach-suggested by Bandura can be` built into the design

of medtamessages;'hOwever, the relative powerles'snest.ofthe media coupled,

with therelatiVely greatereffectiVeness,ofinterpersonal chafinelsOggests

successful publiccommuniOtion CaMpaignS.need to have an interpersonalthat

educatibn component built into their design.

Implications for the FRIENDS CAN BE GOOD MEDICINE campaign. The'researct

-reViewea here:hadclear-implications for the design and'Conduct of
, .

posed-FRIENDS CAN-BE GOOD MEDICINE campeign. ,These implications were'as

the pro-;

:folloWs.



First we expected a large proportion of know-nothings in the population

on the topic of social support and wellness, both initially and at the end

of the campaign. Therefore, reasonable goals had to be-set with the Cali-

fornia Department of Mental Health to judge the outcome of the campaign.

Second, the campaign could not rely solely on, the mass media to achieve

its goals since those goals extend beyond mere awareness of the message. As

described in the objectives set by the Department of-Mental Health, communi-

cation designed to bring the audience to at least the point of an intention

to ,change behavior wasvrequired and reinforcement of media messages via

interpersonal channels therefore had to be an integral part of the campaign.

Third, we expected the campaign to take time A one-month media

campaign was designated by the funding agency. This was a relatively short

periodof time_in which to expect significant changes. The research cited

here suggested that whatever impaCt could be made during the short run

would occur primarily among the better-educated and more affluentsegments

of the community.

Fourth,we needed to maximize use of interpersonal communication chan-

nels to more fully persuade people to adopt the message of the campaign and

:incorporate changes in their own lives.

Fifth community outreach and education activities needed to concentrate

on specific activities and techniques which assist individuals to take actioh

regarding their own-behavior. By usirg, the Bandura formulation in addition

to other work, we could design seategies and materials which would give in-

dividuals specific steps they Could pursue in improving their social support

networks. The self-assessment guide to test an individual's stress and

social support levels, described4)elow, was the first step in this effort,

as it Oovided the individual with the means to analyze present behavior.



In addition, we believed each community in California had.to "own"

the campaign. Throligh the involvement. of local groups and the self-genera-

tion of activities, coupled with statewide planning and coordination, we

felt we could parlay limited resources into a full-fledged statewide

momentum. More importantly, the experience of assuming responsibility for,

and adapting the FRIENDS program to local needs would create a richer program

with more long- lasting impact. How this happened is described in the next

section of this paper.

The FRIENDS CAN. BE GOOD MEDICINE Program
A

The California Department of Mental Health set three objective's for its

social- support promotion program:

1. to inform California residents about the role supportive
relationships can play in protecting health;

2. to .encourage people to make more of an investment in their
relationship% with others;,

3. to encourage communities in California to provide ways for
their residents to get to know one another.

The program was not intended to;provide simplistic recipes for how to

make and keepfriends. Instead it sought to. encourage Californians to

think creatively about their own relationships. This'philosophy was' clearly

evident in the materials developed for use in the campaign.

Public Education Materials

To suOport the FRIENDS CAN BE GOOD MEDICINE implementation, a variety

of print and electronic educational materials had been developed. 'These

materials communicate the link between social support and health, usually

in an informative but.non-directive way.

These educational resource materials include:



A 64-pagebooklet containing poems, stories, exercises, illus-
trations, etc. to assist people in exploring the role of
personal relationships in their lives;

A self-assessment brochure for people to check their levels of
both stress and social support;

'A nine-minute film called Friends, an upbeat presentation of
health message;

A 24minute film, Relations, consisting of a series of humorous
vignettes, narrated by Ed Asner and featuring improvisational
performances by Avery Schreiber, Jack Riley, and Mina Kolb,
among others. Relations portrays the paradoxical sides of human
relationships, their ironies and difficulties.

Leader and/Audience Guides accompany Relations.

A Resource Guide for use'by trainers in workshop settings;

A brief informational brochure which contains the health message,
printed in both English and Spanish;

Five slide/tape programs for Latino audiences, each focusing on
a different topic about relationships;

,

Public Service Announcements for television featuring stars like
LeVar Burton, Denise Alexander and Gregory Harrison;

Taped and hard-copy Public Service Announcements for radio;

A press kit containing the FRIENDS- CAN BE GOOD MEDICINE story
and message;

Posters, bumperstickers and billboards..,

Various organizations, both public and private, within Califorriia,

developed these print and AV products. Most were produced by a profes-

sional advertising agency. Two attributes in particular characterize the

materials: they were slick and glos'sy; and they were extremely non-

directive, using'poems,.dramp, photography, etc., to evoke their message.

These two key characteristics are in direct contrast to the health educa-

'Vim materials generally produced by public agencies.
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The materials were extremely well received. Many participants across,

the state considered thematerials to be the greatest value of the FRIENDS

program:

The FRIENDS CAN BE GOOD MEDICINE publication (green book) was.a
quality job,twhich evidenced a lot of thought and did not insult
people's intelligence--it did not talk down to people. They
appreciated this and it became a collector's item. It appealed
to everyone in some wiy,jand got its` message across. Instead of
being a dull, institutionalized report, it was a creative,
stimulating piece of work..

Doris Hammond, Executive Director
Mental Health Association
Desert Area, Riverside County

I feel that for the presentors the most interesting moments were
experiences in the discussion around the video instruments.
Relations had a-broad response set to every scene. When people
shared their differing interpretations of the scene,, the other
participants really listened and learned that we all truly
interpret situations with quite a bit of variance. I feel this
really opened up,some eyes and these participants will be less
apt to take things for granted, especially in the area of inter-
personal concerns.

Clarence J. Dibble, Health Educator
Los Angeles Minty Mental Health

Planning for a Statewide Campaign

Far West Laboratory planned a coordinatedtwo-pronged promotion strategy.

One prrong addressed the need to communicate the health fact-alone to large

numbers'of Californians through'the mass media. The second prong emphasized

community education and outreach to provide community leaders, human service

providers and others With a greater in-depth kncmledge of the topic.

Far West-Laboratory divided the State-into six major media regions:

San Diego,,Southern California, Central. Valley:, Central Coait, Sacramento

and North State. (See Figure 3) ,Within each region, local Steering Commit-

tees of,commUnity leaders would-be established to plan and implement the
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FRIENDS(Program as it fit into their community's unique situation and needs.

The Central'Valley (Fresno) region was designated for a pilot test of the

approach.

Thus the FRIENDS program was to be a "community-driven" effort. Far.

West-Laboratory provided one to two coordinators within each region to serve

as tatalystsfithe local community,-coorOnate and hroker local resources,

and to channel materials.frOM Sacramento to the local 'level.
. . .

:The pilot test of the FRIENDS CAN BE GOOD'JIEDICINE materials and

approad Was'conducted in 'six coUnties7in the:San Joaquin ViIley around

J'resno between October .November 15,:1981. A local. Steering ComMittee,.

composed of representatives from county mental health departments, mental

_.,..

health associations, a community hospital, locabiOcool systems, a college,

and health agency, came together in July, 1981, to begfn planning the Fresno

FRIENDS campaign.

Among the attivities:conducted in Fres.no were three workshops in late

September. These workshops trained human service providers in the research

behind the project and the media materials available. In turn, each work-

shop participant committed to conducting.one or more FRIENDS, activities in

the community.

An independent evaluation of the pilot was conducted by Kappa Systems,

Inc., ArlingtOn Virginia. Their findings are presented in some detail in

a later section of this paper. Generally, they concluded: "It resulted in

widespread dissemination of educational materials; it had measOrable impact

on individuals; and it was conducted in such a way as to build the capacity

and-willingness-of individuals and'organizations to participate in 'further
.,

health promotion activities."

Since the Fresno pilot test indicated that the mass media/community

education approach worked, planning moved ahead early in 1982 for a state-



wide campaign i

Month.

Within each of the remaining five regions of California, regional

coordinators established community Steering .Committees. Some Steering Com-

May. May was selected because it i National Mental' Health

mittees were organized at the county level, some covered two counties and

some were multi-county committees with smaller sub-regional satellite com-

, mittees..

'Community Education and. Outreach

,Because the training workshops had proved particularly effective in the

.pilot, Far West Laboratory organized a series of sessions across

the State. These sessions were intended to train Steering Committee members

ind_others in how to conduct a FRIENDS CAN BE GOOD.MEDICINE training workshop

in their aree; --Participants in these local.training workshops were asked in

turn to commit to conducting-one or more activities for FRIENDS.. In this

way a cadre of trained leaders with in-depth-knowledge of the project and

the motivation to communicate the FRIENDS message-to-others was

Those workshops addressed the research supporting the project, the

concept behind the message, and the use of theprogram materials. On a

scale of 1-10.where 10 was the highest, the rating for usefulness of the--

workshop was 9.3.

Far West Laboratory trained 143 workshop leaders in the preparation

sessions. These leaders in turn trained over 1500 individuals in local

workshops.

Over 90% of the FRIENDS CAN BE GOOD MEDICINE implementation was carried

out by hundreds of dedi,cateCvolUnteeracrossthe "state, parttcularlythose
. ,

Who attended a. These 'Volunteers" included community



leaders, mental health specialists, clergy, educators, businesspeople, and

others who planned, organized and implemented community education outreach

and media activities in their own community.

Respcinse to the FRIENDS message was nothing short oF phenomenal.

Activities planned and implemented by local Steering Committees were ex-

tremely creative:

A float was prepared by the Tehama Ccmnty Mental Health Department
for the annual Red Bluff Roundup Parade (it won first prize!);

_Materials were used in officer training by the Oceanside Police
Department;

o A FRIENDS CAN BE GOOD MEDICINE weekend was designated at Marriott's
Great America, Santa Clara;

A "Meet Your Friends Day" was organized at senior hotels in San
Francisco's Tenderloin District;

, .

o Health fairs, community presentations, and poster contests in the
schools featured the FRIENDS message and materials.

All in all, well over 1400 activities directly involving some 74,000

California residents were_reported. between March and June. Since many

activities occurred but were unreported, the actual number of FRIENDS

events is probably much higher.

Mass Media

Media coverage of the FRIENDS message was extensive. Public Service

Announcements aired on approximately two thirds of California's television

stations, and on 85% orradio stations. PSA's were thus broadcast to a

minimuniof 200,000 Californians. This donation of media time represents a
-

total contrib tion of approximately1330,500 from the broadcasting community. -'

The news mediaxwe're also receptive to the FRIENDS CAN BE GOOD MEDICINE
\,,

A series of rem() al press conferences were held siMultaneously on

April 29, -1982 in' acramento, an Francisco, Los Angeles San Diego and



Monterey. The intention of the pr2ss conference was to kick off the pro;.

gram by discussing the, research findings, the nature of the message and the

community activities that were planned. In some communities, FRIENDS CAN

BE GOOD MEDICINE Month was proclaimed during the press conference by local

public officials.

Although coverage of the press conferences was light, the story of

FRIENDS built in momentum inIthe media during the month of May. Over 58

radio and television newsand talk shows were recorded in May alone, includ-

ing a national broadcast on the NBC Today show with Dr. RobertTaylor from
a

the Department of Mental Health, and an ,episode of the nationally-syndicated

Richard Simmons Show.

Print media also picked up the FRIENDS story. UPI devoted a feature to

the campaign; AIRCAL Magazine highlighted the program in their June issue; a

nationally-syfldicatednewspaper column, "Options," described FRIENDS; and the

May issue,of Los Angeles Ma9azine contained-a-story-on.the-FRIENDS message,

later reprinted In some newspapers across the state.

Many smaller newspapers across California covered the FRIENDS story

as it was happening in their local areas. In all, 204 newspaper .Articles

told the public abou.t FRIENDS and its activities. Estimating conservatively,

these articles reached approximately 1,504,000 Californians duning Mappd

June.

Coupling electronic media coverage of the FRIENDS message, including_

PSA's,, with the print coverage,.an estimated 5 191,330'Californian's were

exposed to the FRIENDS message. Combining media with community education

activities, approximately 5,696 957 people.were.reached.



Involving the Private Sector

Initially, planning for the FRIENDS progr-am included extensive involve-
.,

ment from California's business community to underwrite the cost of project

activities, thereby extending the limited resources of the state. Inadequate

Npreparation time, and general hesitancy from Steering ComMitteeS to apprpach

businesses for funds whe other communit resources Were in need precluded

this effort.

Despite a lack of cent:Ilized underwriting, however, California busi-

"nesses did support the FRIENDS prbgram in innovative ways:

Safeway Stores, Inc., published FRIENDS CAN BE GOOD MEDICINE
on/their shopping tsagsl

McColl's Dairy communicated the FRIENDS message on milk cartons
in the North State;

Marriott's Great American sponsored FRIENDS CAN BE GOOD MEDICINE
Weekend and sent Bugs and Sylvester to visit the hospitalized
children at-Valley-Medical Center;

San Francisco Chamber of Commerce sponsored training workshops;

BART (Bay Area Rapid Transit) ran the FRIENDS message on their
electronic billboards;

Red. Bluff Merchants Asso.ciation conducted "FRIENDS" Day in
their community;

Martin Outdoor, Inc. and National Advertising donated 4illboard
space to FRIENDS;

Radio and TV stations across the state which donated time for
Public Service Announcements.

The total business contibUtion:to the FRIENDS campaign exceeded

$700,000 in donated space, time and materials.



.,o
Evaluation of the Friends Strategy

Although funding restrictions precluded an independent-evaluation Of

the statewide FRIENDS program, much can be learned fromrthe evaluation of

the pilot campaign conducted.by Kappa Systems, Inc., since it confirmed

the utility of the pilot strategy which was then used across the state.

(-,

Kappa Systems' evaluation included a pre- and po-st-c-ampaign telephone

_Jsurvey of 891 interviews with a random sample of 551 respondents through
_

out the six-county area around Fresno, and a'-detailed documentation ofthe

implementation process.

The telephone sturvey was designed to assess the impact of campaign

messages in changing health beliefs,'attitudes, intentions and actual be-

havior. Analysis of the results revealed that among individuals who had

seen the materials or had attended a meeting or workshop about relation,

ships, the campaign significantly affected these outcomes:
-

Almost three-quarters of the'sample agreed with the health
message after the campaign, compared to 64% before the
program (+9%).

Almost two-thirds attached a high importance to friendship
after the pilot, compared to just one-half (51%) `before the
pilot (+14%).

Almost two-thirds (65%) planned to increase their activities
with fri,?.nds after the campaign, compared to only one-half

:who had oone.so the month before (+15%).

These findings seem quite remarkable in view of the very short time

_

period of the campaign and were-contrary-to_all expectations by Far West

Laboratoryand thelkpartmentof:Mental.Health. Ever(morestartling are

--. the resUlts Of:a:fellow-Up study condUCted Kappaone:year 'later. The

gains seen'in the pi,lot area in health belief, attitude and intentions held
-

twelve months after the campaign at a statistically significant level,

although the percentages were slightly lower Equally surprisin'g, there



was an increase in reporting about supportive behaviors, particularly `;on
6 \

a measure dealing with the degree to which respondents share feelings with

family and Iriends.

Kappa also conducted a small-scale survey among residents in1San Diego

and Red Bluff, California (North State) after the statewide campaign. Al-

though theiranalyses were not' yet complete at the time this paper.itbein9

prepared, there is some evidence that results from the pilot may be general-:

ized to other parts of the state.

Discussion

FRIENDS CAN BE GOOD MEDICINE acKfeved its gOalS of communiCating an,

..
important health factto millions of Californiant-.-almost one out of four:.

It changed' some people's.lives and it made thousands think again about
A.

their relationships with others.

A few lessons Trom the FRIENDS program are particularly instructive..
\

For example, involving a variety of community organizations.in planning a

major public inforMation affqrt takes time. Work on'the statewide.imple-

mehtation_of_FRIENDSnOul0 not begin until'mid-January, 1982. Mort(Steering-

Commjttees did not meet forthe,first time until. March, leaving.:nnlySix.'tOs'.
. .

-

Fight weeksto accomplish a greatdeal of work. Lack. bf Planning time was

most frequent drawback to the prograM" mentioned by indivi6alsthe 'single

who served on Steering Committees or as trainers. '--

Most communities embraced the FRIENDS program as useful and worthwhile.

While many mental health profeJsionals foUnd the emphasis nn prevention a

welcome b'rekthrough',which allowed-f.theMAO'present "Mental Health" in

46§itivelighttOthemental:,:healthYprofessionaltiTegarded FRIENDS as an

inapproprate expenditure,:n mOney.7 71



Also, while the privet and electronic materials were'well-reeeived,

many/drticipants,-in the projeet pointed out the-Timitations Of the avail-
.

ore
..

able:materials. M-bilingual materials, particularly Spanish and one or.
more of the °Aslan languages, would 'have been particularly .usefLt1 in Cali-

fornia. Other. participants suggested more materials- for children for use
a -

in the schools and with youth- groups.

Finally,,. while overall media' penetration was satisfactory, press.

ow

a

coverage could hdve been -improved had there'been a hard news story. For

example, release of a major new study identifying link between sbzeial
)

support. and health status would have provided a - timely nctwspeg for the

FRIENDS story.

The program had'some .unexpected impacts.: For example, communities

came together to work on a confmon goal:

The program brought together not only the Shasta. County Mental 'a

Health Committee, but other organizations in Shasta County which
_ play an important part in overall .assistance to those in need;.:-

114
Bessie Sanders, Chair
Shasta County Mental Health-.
Advi sory Board

It gave the other agencies and organizations .a_pr.ogrcam'of mental
health impact to continue with...it trained othVrs to-follow
through,-thus addfing to the skills-of' key -persons in the community..

I do want- to communicate a- bit about 'process :in our Steering
Committee. At the beginning,' many of us had not worked
together.; some were= total strangerS.- 'All were-strongs competent
individuals, all chiefs, and no Indians. The going could have
been rciugh, except for a conscious and spoken goal that we
wanted our relationships to be=constructive:and reflect the
nature of the FRIENDS program that we were- tharingt Exactly
that, has happened...All .in all, .I can't say enoughfiir FRIENDS
CAN BE GOOD MEDICINE. The effeet will ,thread its' way into. .
our community pattern in a very important way. Thank you!

-JOAnn Damron, MA
'Chief Outreach Program
RiVerside:County

Audrey Switzer, Project -Coordinator
Departmert. of Health, Monterey' County



The FRIENDS program also demonstrated the importance of prevention

and health education to mental heaith.communities.

After several years of4working in the mental health field .

trying to provide some kind of quality information .for the
,prevention of_ mental and emotional difficulties or promotion
of well-being (usually feeling ineffectual), it's a pleasure

.`to have a program to present to the community that deals with
one of the basic ingredients. for 'a' happy, healthy life. It's
also of value' in that it encourages .people to take responsi-
bility for their well-being in such a positive way.' On a
lesser level (but important), the FRIENDS program is one of
the few. things coming out of "Mental Health" that, the
community perceives as positive (instead of painful).

,Max George
Mental Health Education
Butte County
Mental Health Services

The greatest value of the program...the coordination with
local outreach efforts for, the purposes of prevention of mental
illness and the .promotion of mental well being. (Ordinarily,
prevention is not a priority and local communities are seriously
*rived of information, educational services which foster
mental health.) Preventive services are not funded and are

1.:not ordinarily available to local communities..:services focus
. on identifying the mentally ill and treatment. This' tends to
the problems of a very-small percentage of the general popula-
tion. The FRIENDS approach provided a mental wellness and
prevention model which can benefit the public at large.

Martha Arce, RN, MN
State Department of Mental Health
Los. Angeles Service Area

Ok
Generally, FRIENDS CAN BE GOOD MEDICINE was 'a very positive exper-

ience for the pebple associated with it:

It was a positive, uplifting, fun project to be' iriVolved in,
in an otherwise depressing, time in mental health services.
It establiihed positive connections and networking betWeen
various agencies in the community.

Jack N. Oeuler, L.C.S.I.I.

Di rector, Cri si s. Servi ces

Santa Cruz County Mentai
Health Services



The °FRIENDS project.was being run during a time of numerous
- layoffs in the county--I personally observed people reaching

e out durtng this time of high stress to those they normally
would not have called upon--the timing was.perfectfor
FRIENDS. */

ldis Bookman
FRIENDS Coordinator

'Santa Clara Mental Health
4

Itnded too soon. Itsljke getting a big double dip ice
cream cope anid time is.pp before yeal can get the second lick.

Dorsa S. Rogers'
txecutive Director
Family Planning, Inc.
Shasta :County

We who designed, planned and implemented the FRIENDS CAN BE GOOD
j

MEDICINE program can most easily point to three key factors which made the

campaign' both fun.and effective.- First, the materials developed'on behalf

of the California Department of Mentral Health were generally superb: they

excited the imagination both visually and-in terms of their content. "They
- . .

were evocative'and therefore "dangerous;" they allowed the reader or viewer

to soar, to struggle and often, tdiconfront.some private and painful

thoughts. The were no-,staid bureaucratic dercumerits.

Secondly, the,important role played by interpersonal communication

through community education training workshops'and community outreach ac-
.

tivitiescannot. be over-emphasized. As previous public communication cam-.

paigns have. repeatedly shown, the mass media alone can only inform the

public; rarely. can they.change 'a person's opinion, attitude or.behavlor.
.

By.buildiWg extensive educational experiehces into the program,-and trusting

laypeople as well as human service providers to understand and disseminate

'the message - -we were able to overcome many the limitations experienced

bY. other campaign efforts.

And finally we feel the.strategy of encouraging communities Howe

the campaign was a vital ingredient the overall success of the program..



Again, there.is an element of risk inherent in this approach as some

communities will simply not be interested. In those cases,,major market

media placement of Public Service Announcements coupled with some statewide

planning can provide for at least exposure to the campaign message for

area residents. More communities are interested than not, however and

involvement of local individuals in leadership roles allows the opportunity

to exploit local strengths and respond to local needs. It also permits

acceptance of the message by local residents more readily than when the

message is:seen as one originating in Sacramento (or Washington, D.C.).

Each of these three key components involved considerable risk.to the

funding agency.- The steadfast refusal of the Mental Health Promdtion

Branch within the California Departthent of Mental Health to play it safe or

to play it simple at any step along the campai§h development, planning and

implementation process resulted in a rich and textured public education

.initiative which achieved its objectives in ."a very satisfying way.

4Ar
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Social Support and' Health Literature



Summary of Social :;wort Literature

Social support is "a voluntary, interpersonal exchange of resources

betweenor among people. These resources can be tangible orjintangible...

i1n short, it's what people do with and for each other." (Taylor, 1982)

The notion of-reciprocity or mutual help should be emphasized for social

support to function in a healthy way.

Research on social support can be grouped in four categories:

'Comparative Health Statistics
Social Support and Stress
Epidemiological Studies
Psychosomatic Studies

ComParlive health statistics.
se:*.,

that there are psychological and sociological as well as physical factors

that influence a person's vulnerability to disease and death. Investiga-

tors have consistently found. that people who are Connected with others--

both women and men--live longer than single people in every age and ethnic/

racial group, and across all diseases.

A study published in 1970 by-,Carter and Glick,used data from the

Many recent studies support the idea

National Center for Health Statistics on all d a s in:the United States

between1959771, They-shOwed:that deaths for people aged 15 -64 .(premature

Aeaths1 in women'anev., white and nonwhite whoWere sing)e divorced or

widowed were significantly:higher in married:men and women.

Carter and Glick reported that

ization for single versus married women

study,

I the same

differential rates of mental hospital-

and men Showed:the:same pattern

A recently-completed 10-year study at the Unlversity of Michigan fol-

lowed 2,754 adults to determine whether a person's social network affects

physical health. Their findings showed that those with the fewest social



contacts had 2-4 times the mortality rate of the well-connected. (House,

in press, reported in Syme, 1982)

.A population that seems to be at risk is recently widowed persons.

Studies have shown excessive mortality among the wit.-owed when compared to

married populations; mortality is especially high during the first six,

'month$ after the death of a spouse.,(Parkes, 1972)

The importance of social support is strikingly illustrated in an exam-

ination of the data from the Hammond Report, which explored the smoking

habits of men in the United States. Morowitz (1975) discovered that pre-

mature death rates for single, widowed and divorced men were higher than.-

for married men for both smokers and nonsmokers. The death rate was highest

for single smokers. However,ithe figure for divorced jsingle) non-smokers

is only slightly lower than for married smokers, underlining the strength

of the factor of marital status.

It is important to note that althoUgh earlier studies (such as Carter

and Glick) used marital status as the sole indicator of support, current

researchers recognize relationships other.than marriage as important poten-

tial sources of support.

Social support and stress. Much of the research on social support

centers on the buffering role it seems to play with stress. Close con-

fiding personal relationships have been found to reduceor buffer the stress

connected with major life-change events, both positive and negative, as well

-aS with the cumulative effect of daily hassles. Most'studies confirm that

the quality of-relationships is more important in this respect than the

number of relationships a person has.

)40ny retearohershayejOundtthatlack:of:Opport:An the pretence o

stressful life events itrelatedAo:depression, negatiyeAriorale-,:anc1

A-2



Nsymptoms of mental illness. (Schaefer, Coyne. and. Lazarus, 1982; Lin et 'al.,

1979) In one study, women who experienced severe life events and did not

have a confidant were ten times more likely to be depressed than women with

the same level of stressful life events but who had a confidant. (Brown

et al., 1975)

One life event that causes major stress is loss of employment. Gore

(1978) investigated whether supporifrom friends and family ameliorated

mental and physical symptoms of stress from job loss. She found that those

mien who perceived themselves as suppOrted showed significantly fewer- symp-

toms of illness and depression and had lower elevations

cholesterol than men who felt unsupported.

in measures of

Pregnancy is another major life event. A frequently-cited study

(Nuckolls, 1972) reported that women who had complications during their

pregnancy experienced both stressful /ife events (in addition to being

pregnant) and little perceived sums' Women who were experiencing com-,

parable stress but perceived themselves as supported by friends and family

did not undergo complications during their pregnancy.

Epldemiologica: stud-es. Sflveral naarralistic -epidemiological studies

examine therelationship of social structure and culture to. morbidity and

.mortality. Consensus among these studies is that social

cation with a stable and secure social structure_have a

ties and identiff-

remarkable influence

n the incidence of heart disease, disease and death.

The most interesting of these studies was a twenty-year eecord of the

-own- of Roseto Pennsylvania. Wolf and .Goodel 1976) Twenty years' ago,

residents of Roseto had one-third the incidence of heart disease as surround-

__i.ngcommunities.,___and_adrnission to mental hospitals was less than half that

of surrounding communities. Except in one respect, lifestyle factors--such



as diet, smoking, exercise, rest--were the same for Roseto residents as for

surrounding communities. The major difference was the stability of the

community-and the family structure; Rosetoans were largely Italian and

families formed clans-through intermarriage. In the 196d's, Roseto life-

style began to shift toward the mainstream of American life (i.e., compe-

tition for status and possessions,-divorce, etc.). Beginning in 1966,

there was an increase' in the death rate from heart attack, and by 1975

Roseto's heart attack rate matched that of neighboring communities. The

presence or:absence of close, supportive family and community ties seems

have made the difference in the health of Rosetoans.

A major cross-cultural study indidated that difference in occurrence

of coronary heart disease among men of Japanese descent in Japan, Hawaii,

and California was accounted for by adherence to a traditional Japanese

lifestyle--i..e., strong supportive ties within a definite social structure.

Incidence of heart disease was, loWeSt for-men living in Japan, and highest

fOr thOse living in California who had taken 'oh a more Western lifestyle.

(Marmot and Syme, 1976)

Psychosomatic.. studies. Many researchers have studied the relationship

between mental' attitude and vulnerability to disease. Some factors related

to longevity include feelings of control over,' One's lite or environment,
,

positive .expectations, and a general sense of direction or purpose to one's

life. Some researchers

of coherence, control, and overall positivity.

.The:hypotheSis that- indivi duals who feel, they have some, control over
-c.

their environment fare better physically than those who are dependent on

believe that social .support promotes

others and have no-responsibilities was -tested'With nursing home
_ \\.

(Langer and Rodin, 1976) Residents were matceld..-Jor socioe\conomic level,



physical .and psychological health status and divided into two groups.

Individuals in one group were given a plant andmade responsible for its

care. Those in the other group were given a plant and, told it would be

cared for by the nursing staff.. Eighteen months later, the "responsibility

enhanced' group showed a mortality rate that.was half that of the control

group.

Even with terminally ill people, the sense of support with others and

reinforcement of positive will has had an effect. The use of guided imagery

and small-group process influenced the progress of cancer in approximately.

160 terminal patients in Texas. Patients who were involved in the study

showed a doubling of life expectancy over the national average for terminal

cancer, as well as a maintenance of quality of life.' (Simonton _et al., 1978)

Other studies investigate the relationship between psychological losi,

stress and physical illness, and the body's immune system. Life settings°

in which people fall often include a period of psychological disturbance

or loss just prior .to becoming ill. 'Often they have experienced a loss e.g.,

a loss of a relative or spouse, or of a job, and feel helplessness or hope-

leSsrless; a'depreciated image of the self; a sense of loss in gratifica-

, 0tion from relationships or rbles in life; a feeling of disruption in the

continuity between past present and future; and a reactivitation of

0

support these investigations by findings that, stress and emotional distresi

Laboratory studies

have an inflirence on, the body's immune system increasing their suscepti-
,

Sility to illness. Solomon et al., 1974)
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